What are they saying about Amanda Wood?
“I sing because it is the most joyful expression of my soul.”
-Amanda Wood
“One of the purest jazz voices I've heard in a long time.
Amanda's singing is what singing should be.”
-Kenneth Higney, Sr. Vice President, Arc Music Group
"To me, Amanda Wood is the complete musical 'package'. She sings divinely, writes
beautifully, and carries herself with the grace and charm of a true professional. Big
things we will be hearing about Amanda Wood and her music. Of that I have no
doubt".
-Jim Gordon, Music Critic, Vancouver Lifestyles Magazine
“Singer Amanda Wood, 24, performs somewhat in the Diana Krall-Eva Cassidy
manner. Methinks we'll hear more of Ms. Wood.”
-Malcolm Parry, Vancouver Sun
“Amanda is a powerhouse singer with a huge emotional and dynamic range. She is a
joy to perform with, and draws her listeners in with her captivating stage presence and
flawless vocals.”
-Michael Creber - Pianist, Composer, Producer
“Amanda Wood sings with the naturalness and ease of all the truly great performers
that have taken a lifetime to establish, combined with her warm and magnetic
personality she has proven herself to be the best of her generation.”
-Doug Louie-pianist, arranger, producer
“This lady has 'got the goods’! Amanda Wood has maturity in her phrasing beyond
her years, a great sense of pitch and delivery, and movie star looks to boot.
Hitch your wagon to this rising star … if you can catch her!”
-Gabriel Mark Hasselbach; Recording Artist and Producer
“Supple, velvety, tantalizing... Amanda Wood's music will take you away, but her
performance will keep you present.”
-Jennifer Maloney, Reporter, North Shore Outlook
“Amanda Wood is the epitome of an individual who strives for perfection as an artist
and has attained this in a short period of time. Amanda has blossomed into one of the
finest performers who has ever graced our stage and we look forward to her most
successful career in the entertainment field. Her natural talent as a performer is
evident.”
-Arni May, President , Rossini's Restaurant & Jazz Bars.
“Her charisma will charm the pants off you, her music will do the rest. Amanda Wood
is truly a great artist, certainly among the best.”
-dbClifford, Nettwerk signed artist, International Recording Artist,
Producer, Writer, Arranger

